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As the winter season comes to a close, boaters are anxiously preparing for spring. High attendance numbers at the Miami, New England, and Palm Beach boat shows this quarter indicate a busy boating season ahead. GOST attended the Viking VIP Preview in January, where we always enjoy meeting with GOST customers new and old to discuss the best solutions for their Vikings. We’re also looking forward to attending Show Management’s Panama International Boat Show at Flamenco Marina this June, which promises to be a great show. GOST’s Director of R+D, Brian Kane, recently attended The Maritime Security East 2014 conference in Massachusetts. The conference brings together maritime security professionals at all levels of government and industry and hosts many Vessel Security Threat Forums and Maritime Security programs to assist the U.S. Dept. of Homeland Security and the U.S. Coast Guard in building awareness for and implementing the Small Vessel Security Strategy. Follow GOST on Facebook and Twitter to see pictures from these and other events, or click the image on the right.

The GOST Watch HD free app for iPhone and Android have recently been updated to provide GOST Watch HD customers with additional features and accessibility for their onboard video surveillance system. In addition to being able to view live streaming video on board via the app, GOST Watch HD customers can now view stored video clips, as well as arm and disarm the web-based motion detection, all from their Apple and Android devices. New GOST app developments are also under way, such as the introduction of the GOST Watch HD app for iPad later this year.

The first quarter of 2014 has been filled with new partnerships, product integrations, and more. GOST took to the streets in February by partnering with EarthRoamer to provide global remote security, monitoring, tracking, and video surveillance for their XV-LT expedition vehicles. EarthRoamer prides itself in providing high-quality marine-grade components, innovative technologies, advanced engineering, and cutting-edge design, which makes GOST products and EarthRoamer vehicles a perfect match. GOST also partnered with Lumishore Ltd. to offer enhanced visibility at night for stolen boats. When the GOST NT-Evolution 2.0 system detects movement, Lumishore underwater LED lights will be activated to draw attention to the vessel and visually alert crew, marina security, or authorities to the event. GOST is also proud to announce 24/7 global concierge services provided by Phantom Services, which start at an introductory rate of $19.99 per month and are available exclusively for GOST customers. More information about recent GOST partnerships can be found below.

We look forward to a fun, safe boating season ahead! Don’t forget to contact your local marine electronics dealer to check, maintain, and update your onboard marine electronics. If you don’t know a local marine electronics dealer, let us know and GOST will be happy to recommend a marine electronics dealer in your area.

NEW 24/7 Monitoring for your GOST System - Starting at $19.99/month!
Phantom Services is now offering 24/7 monitoring exclusively for GOST customers anywhere in the world, starting at $19.99 a month! The Phantom Services Security Concierge Service provides around-the-clock monitoring of your vessel through their 24/7 service center. Additional services provided by Phantom Services include vulnerability assessment, personal protection, yacht charter services and more. (Read more)

GOST Takes to the Road with Custom Insight HD EarthRoamer Package
GOST is now working with EarthRoamer to provide marine-grade solutions for the EarthRoamer XV-LT expedition vehicle with a customized GOST Insight HD GPS IVR EarthRoamer package for remote security, monitoring, tracking, and video surveillance for EarthRoamer customers.
Improved Visibility for Stolen Vessels at Night with Lumishore LED Lights

GOST & Lumishore customers can utilize Lumishore underwater LED lights in conjunction with a GOST NT-Evolution 2.0 system to improve visibility of stolen vessels in the cover of darkness. When an event is detected on board, the GOST system will contact designated recipients and trigger underwater lights.
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